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editor’s note

Earning porch-sittin’ rights
Because we now
have mutual porchsittin’ rights, it’s
only fair to share
the news.

I

n the course of my duties as a businessto-business editor, I get to meet a lot of
people—all varied and unique. And what’ s
unique about the B2B environment in which
we publish is that, when you compare it to socalled ‘consumer’ magazines, we not only report
on our industries, we become a part of them.
Though this phenomenon doesn’
t
happen overnight.
Years ago, I served as the editor of a magazine for American construction specifiers and
architects/engineers. The years I spent with my
dad doing drywall was the only ‘street cred’ I
had where the construction industry was concerned, and that was in Canada! Needless to
say, when I started at my post, there was skepticism from the readership; there were many
closed doors, and more than a few unanswered
phone calls and emails.
Over time, doors started opening, more phone
calls were returned, more emails answered. In
short, I earned “porch-sittin’ rights”.
Porch-sittin’ rights?
It’s a term I learned from a contact of mine
who had spent a lot of time in the Southern
States. It wasn’ t until he had spent a lot of
time there that the residents felt comfortable
enough to invite him up onto their porches,
where they would sit together and chat over a
beverage. Porch-sittin’ rights.
And it’s exactly what my neighbour’ s tenant
earned from me about five weeks ago. Prior to
that, he was just a forehead and a disembodied
voice on the other side of the fence (much like the
character, Wilson, on “Home Improvement”).
And my experience has been much the same
in our electrical industry. Six years ago, I was
the new kid on the block with zero porch-sittin’
rights. No street cred. Now, after golfing at the
10th annual EFC Federation Cup Charity Golf
Tournament in August, I feel I’ve achieved
those coveted porch-sittin’ rights. Rather than

bumping into strangers and asking, “Who are
you?”, I’m now walking up to colleagues and
asking, “How are you?”.
Granted, there are still those I have yet to
meet, and some people still mistakenly call me
Andy, but you get the point.
If you think this greeting of mine reads like it’
s
leading up to something, you’re right. Because
we now have mutual porch-sittin’ rights, it’ s
only fair to share the news (in case you haven’t
yet heard it). The rumours are true: as of September 1, Distribution & Supply (along with
its parent, Electrical Business magazine) was
acquired from CLB Media Inc. by Annex Publishing & Printing, a business publisher based
in Simcoe, Ont.
What does this mean?
With the exception of the person’ s signature on my paycheque, and a couple of other,
similar such nuances, it’ s business as usual.
The D&S team—John MacPherson, Scott Hoy
and myself, Anthony (not Andy) Capkun—are
excited to join the Annex family, and look forward to continuing to execute our mandate of
being the go-to industry resource for Canada’s
electrical community.
In the words of our new boss, Annex president and CEO Mike Fredericks, “This is one of
the most exciting opportunities to appear in
years. There are some marquee titles involved,
some great new employees, and a significant
amount of work for our press”.
If you have any questions about the acquisition, feel free at any time to contact myself, or
my teammates John and Scott. Meantime,
I look forward to the next opportunity to chat
on the porch—yours or mine.
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MASTERING LED TECHNOLOGY

Planex™
Flat Panel LED
• 1' x 1' & 2' x 2'
• Low proŎle for shallow plenum ceilings
• Grid, suspension or wall installation
• 3500K, 5500K and RGB colour mixing

• Infrared dimming system
• Effective and uniform light distribution
• Emergency backup option available
• Quick and easy installation

The New Shape of
Emergency Lighting
• Unique and innovative design
• Sturdy one-piece aluminum body
• Crisp and even light distribution
• High clarity acrylic faceplate

Ottica Oval

• Clear, mirrored or white faceplate
• AC only or self-powered operation

MORE EFFICIENT, MORE DYNAMIC
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market mix

Green marketing... not here yet
John Kerr
With green, it’s
all about the
watts—something
contractors and
in-plant people
rarely consider ﬁ rst.

John Kerr has been involved
in the Canadian electrical
market for over 25 years and
has extensive knowledge of
its distribution channel. He
remains active in the electrical
industry through his annual
research, “Project Pathfinder”,
and through consulting to many
leading electrical equipment
manufacturers. You can reach
him at jkerr@clbmedia.ca.

F

or o ur a nnual s tudy o f t he e lectrical i ndustry,
Project Pathfinder, we survey end users, specifiers and distributors to determine buying habits
and practices. For our most recent study , we wanted
to see how Canada’ s distributors were selling ‘green’,
and how their customers were buying it.
While g reen a wareness i s h igh, i t’s r eally j ust
energy-efficient lighting that’s making any inroads.
Outside of lighting, 61% of distributors are not yet
active in the green game; the contractor—in plant
and commercial—is not demanding any yet. Sure,
we see a definite demand for solar solutions, for
example, but wind is almost invisible.
Energy-efficient lighting is, in fact, all that’ s driving this business segment in real terms, driving the
source manufacturer’s sales to reasonable levels and
contributing to the increase in lighting product sales
as a percentage of total wholesaler sales.
So while governments plough money into numerous programs to save and/or reduce energy , it sure
doesn’t appear as though the electrical market has
jumped on board. And, when you look at it, this may
make some sense.
You see, while many of our electrical colleagues
have done well at selling green products, it remains
a small overall percentage compared everything else
they sell (save lighting). The influencers on major
green initiatives like LEED (the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy & Environmental
Design green building rating system) do not see themselves as electrical people, and we don’ t see them as
targets. Energy service companies (ESCOs) and other
energy integrators are, more often than not, spin-offs
of electrical consultants and specialized integrators
who source and buy systems directly around our
defined channel.
The simple truth is we may have already tapped out:
commercially with our lighting and building control
products, and industrially with our motor/drive combinations. We’ve been there for years!
Like any new product, the investments by the channel is great; training, inventory and different targets
compound the problem, as well as the analysis as to
whether you should dive into the pool. Sure, there is
a lot driving us externally , but you must first look at

your market and customer mix before determining
where to play. Everyone spends and buys according
to a different metric and, with green, it’s all about the
watts—something contractors and in-plant people
rarely consider first.
A green product will be easily sold when it’ s an
innovative evolution of an existing product, like a
drive, motor or lighting source, and when it takes
little to no extra ef fort in understanding its target
or application. Green products, too, will drive sales
when they are packaged in a way that makes them
a simple solution that doesn’t require any new tools
or talents to install or maintain.
This is why solar has been slow to drive forward,
as its cumbersome parts lists, numerous configurations and installation issues are an overwhelming
mix. Overcome that, and it will be readily accepted.
Make it as simple as installing a 2x4 light fixture and
you have a winner.
For the electrical industry—particularly those who
market and sell green—it’s time to realize the real decision-makers are out of focus right now, and the things
driving those purchases are beyond our horizon. W e
don’t inherently sell on a return or payback model.
However, if we can adapt more quickly to the green
opportunity (faster than we did with the opportunity
brought b y d atacom), t hen t he op portunities w ill
be great; environmental awareness and politics will
see to that!
Energy-type i ntegrators se em t o b e m igrating t o
bigger projects, meaning there’ s opportunity in the
small- to medium-sized ones. Also, one can take a page
from the controls segment and seek out/partner locally
with a green guru, just as some wholesalers did with
control and automation integrators. Or seek out bigger
integrators and approach them with a supply contract
focus, effectively working together to allow respective
strengths to play out.
It’s time we banded together and began a campaign
to address the top 500 companies; to let them know
about our strengths and capabilities, which go beyond
just electrical; to lobby and gain traction for suppliers
and distributors, who of fer many of the needed solutions. (Had we done this in the datacom age, things
may have turned out differently there!)
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Regain power

by offering competitive advantage
CREATING AN EFFECTIVE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS PROGRAM
Dr. Rick Johnson

N

ational accounts, by definition,
are of significant size and buying
power, which provides leverage
when demanding lower prices. In addition,
because of their complexity and demographics, national accounts are often more
difficult and expensive to service. Consequently, m ost n ational a ccounts a re th e
least profitable.
In response, you need to make a concentrated ef fort to ef fectively rebalance
the shift of power by of fering significant
competitive advantages that make your
products and services critical to your
national accounts. Without creating competitive advantage, you will be tied to the
downward price spiral that eats ma rgin
and effectively negates any understanding
on the part of your customers that “price
is not the same as cost”. A structured
national accounts program with definitive
guidelines is the first step toward gaining
competitive advantage.
There are four basic broad categories of added
value that create competitive advantage:

1. Processes that streamline your customers’ productivity, improve quality, take
transaction costs out of the supply chain
and provide measurable savings (unrelated to price).
2. Administrative and technical support
that can reduce your customers’ inter nal costs—enough to af fect bottom-line
operating costs.
3. Sales and marketing support that can
increase your customers’ top line.
4. Technology that is core to your customers’ business results yet is beyond their
internal capabilities.
Your n ational a ccounts p rogram s hould
refocus your efforts on all of these issues.

1. Knowledge: Study the internal processes
of your company and/or the internal
workings of your national accounts program (if you already have one in place).
2. Understanding: Research the business
environment in which your company
operates, and the resulting defined objectives for a national accounts program.
3. Clarity: Identify the big picture of market
and customer demand and direc tion.
This s hould b e a t rue u nderstanding
of what your corporation is trying to
accomplish.
4. Commitment: Secure the commitment
of your entire company.
Let’s l ook a t t hese f our p oints i n a l ittle
more detail.

Four fundamentals
The ultimate success of a national accounts
program depends on the hard work and
team participation of all company employees involved in the process. There are four
basic fundamen tals of success in any
national accounts program:

Knowledge
It is ess ential to outline the objectives of
your program, the process involved, and
the direction to take to receive help and
support when necessary. When you have no
program in ef fect, it is critical to develop
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Activity measurement and open communica tion
(both up and down the chain of command) are
absolutely critical for success.

account is also critical to the success of your program. T o get a
better understanding, ask the following questions:
• What do national account types really value?
• What motivates our suppliers to negotiate special terms for
these accounts?
• Do these accounts view our company as a partner?
• What do we know about their business?
• Are we truly the primary source of supply?
• Can we create a win-win situation?
Clarity
Everyone must have a clear understanding of exactly what you
are trying to accomplish. Recognizing the volatility of the environment is a valuable piece of the puzzle. Y our company needs
to catch up to the pace of change within the distribution industry
to maintain competitive advantage. Remember:
• Perceived value drives expectations
• Performance value drives customer satisfaction
Raise your customers’ perceived value high enough and you create
“competitive advantage”, which is the first step toward rebalancing
the shift of power inherent in any national accounts program.
While the knowledge aspect of the national accounts program is
heavily weighted toward internal perspective, clarity needs to be
weighted toward your external environment. You must be clearly
aware of market dynamics, including technology and other external forces shaping your particular industry and driving behaviour
of the national accounts customers. You must evaluate events and
trends using an anticipatory perspective in relationship to your
competition. You need to ask yourself these questions:

this process. Second, activity measurement and open communication (both up and down the chain of command) are absolutely
critical for success.
Accountability i s a n a bsolute n ecessity a nd m ust b e c learly
defined. Support from your company’s information management
system can provide the fundamental elements of success for the
national accounts program. A weak information system could
leave dangerous voids or even misrepresent the true picture of
the national accounts program.

• How is the industry different today regarding what is
expected from a national accounts program?
• What will be considered by 2011-2012?
• What are our competitors doing in serving national accounts?
• What technologies offer the most potential, both as products
and tools?
• What actions are our competitors taking to gain advantage?
• How will our suppliers react to our strategy?

Commitment
A national accounts program cannot be treated like a member
of the “Flavour -of-the-Month” club. This is not something you
dabble in. Everyone needs to take it seriously and commit to it.
That’s why it’s important to put the time and attention into the
Understanding
Understanding brings the field (external) view closer to corpo- planning process before jumping in.
rate headquarters. An internal company survey may provide
Understand your objectives. The only reason a company should
the necessary clarity as to how a national accounts program is
embark on a national accounts program is to obtain sales and
perceived. Input from local account reps and branch managers
market share that is profitable for the company and meets the
is very important. Most importantly , input from the field—with criteria of corporate strategic objectives. The corporate objectives
recommendations—is essential. If you currently have no program, of the national accounts program may be outlined as follows:
• Develop a national presence in the marketplace
the survey is even more critical to the initial development stage
• Enhance the company image and credibility
of a new program. Understanding actual needs of the national
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•
•
•
•

Develop impressive client references
Support growth with preferred vendors
Create synergy with the corporate mission statement
Rebalance the shift of power and profitability in the national
account program

activities should then be transitioned to others within the
respective organizations.
• The rollout plan should address cultural, functional and
training issues for both organizations.

The infrastructure system should have the ability to report inforOne of the core problems facing many national accounts programs mation that is crucial to monitoring and controlling the ongoing
is the need to overlay a centralized sales function on an established application of these services.
decentralized sales force. In the past, your processes and systems
may not have enabled customers, prospects, or even your own
Before you strike out
field sales reps to make informed, favourable decisions.
The motivation and proc ess for developing a national account
program must be clear. As you go forward, remember these elements that will be critical to the program’ s success:
Create a ‘tiger team’
A ‘tiger team’ is a select group of top-level employees, selected by
executive management, who are committed to the objective of
Gather all input
refining the development of the national accounts program. This A national accounts program involves many participants. It is not
team consists of the following personnel:
something you do to get customers: it is something you do with
major national chains. The most successful national accounts
programs have included executive and corporate input in com• Director of national accounts
bination with branch and local input. Most importantly, however,
• Several national account reps
is the input of the customers themselves in the planning, imple• A regional manager
mentation and measurement stage.
• Several local sales reps
This team can help fashion a program based on the realities of
the real world, considering the environment, market dynamics
and customer service output demands.

Communication
Establish communication processes and trust-building techniques
for existing and prospective national accounts. Tips include:
• The sharing of relevant information will begin the trust
building process. The company should take the lead.
• The opening dialogue should focus on the long-term strategic
initiatives of the respective companies. Understanding each
other’s drivers, challenges and strategies will build the foundation for future communications.
• The customer-needs analysis and account planning process are
excellent vehicles for building trust and open communication.
• Customer and supplier executive interaction fosters trust
and will have a cascading ef fect, driving both organizations
toward more effective communication.
• The data and information to be shared should be identified in
a cooperative environment. The focus should be on information that will lead to improvement and ef ficiencies for both
the customer and the company.
• The capture, storage, retrieval and communication of infor mation to be shared must be considered when building the
infrastructure systems.
• The customer and your company’s national and local representation must develop the rollout plan jointly.
• Internal champions/coordinators of the rollout process must be
identified and positioned by both the customer and the company .
• The plan should be developed and implemented using a team
‘project’ approach. The ongoing monitoring and controlling

Focus on the process and communicate well
In a national accounts program, the old cliché: “the plan is the sale
and the sale is the plan” is clearly applicable. What is presented
and sold to the national accounts are not only the results, but
the process used to accomplish those results. Products, services,
results, measurement and follow-up are individual elements in
the national accounts program that guide and direct the process
of the transactions and the relationship.
Involve the team
National accounts planning must be a team project. The program
and the transactions it encompasses have to become the product of
the company and each individual national account, including local
account managers, branch managers and the national accounts team.
Involvement of the executive staff is also critical to success.
Build measurement and accountability into the process
The measured results become benchmarks that are established
in the plan. A national accounts program without measurement
and accountability is deficient. Of course, two primary measurements are: 1) profitability and 2) success in selling non-contract
products. Other milestones may include geographic penetration,
growth and product replacement.
An effective national accounts program can have a dramatic impact;
not only on growth in revenue but, when developed and planned
appropriately, can add substantial profit to the bottom line.
Dr. Rick Johnson is the founder of CEO Str ategist LLC, an experienced-based firm
specializing in leadership development, strategic planning and sales effectiveness focusing
on the creation of competitive advantage in wholesale distribution. With over 30 years in
the wholesale distribution business, Johnson is a highly sought-after speaker and trainer.
To learn more, visit www.ceostrategist.com.
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How proactively are you building your

reputation capital?
David Nour

REPUTATION:

expect for yourself and your family. It’s a far greater asset than
a simple structure: it’s a home you’re proud to call yours.
But regardless of the investments you make in building your
b) recognition by other people of some characteristic or ability or
home, it will always have a comparable value: when the street
2) a place in public esteem or regard: good name.
or neighbourhood in which your home is located is perceived
— Merriam-Webster Dictionary
to be undesirable, it’s reputation will also suffer. Similarly, the
business relationships into which you painstakingly invest
hen it comes to business relationships, one of the foun- time, effort and resources directly contribute to your reputation
dational components to elasticity in your success is
capital—whether you like it or not. The employees you attract,
your reputation capital: the quantifiable and strategic the suppliers you utilize, and the customers and investors you
significance of the value you’ve promised and delivered con- serve all contribute to your reputation capital.
One of the biggest challenges with reputation capital is that
sistently over time.
very
few executives really know how they are perceived, and
By the way, this isn’t speed dating! By definition, the development, nurturing and protection of this reputation—in essence, you simply cannot do anything about a reputation of which
the building of your reputation capital—is an investment of you are unaware.
time, effort and resources (human and capital). It a lso has
In my work, I coach the next generation of leaders with
comparable value, as your reputation is often compared to
a proactive, systematic, disciplined process that helps them
those of others at equal or greater business stature.
develop, nurture and leverage their reputation capital. They
I equate this to building a house. Few will recognize the
understand that corporate reputations are earned daily by the
painstaking labour of love dedicated to the intricate details and market’s perception of the company’s value, which is based on
investments you make in beams and supporting infrastructure, promises delivered yesterday, and the realistic expectation of
what the company will deliver tomorrow.
or the long-term viability , sustainability and protection you

1a) overall quality or character as seen or judged by people in general

W
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So what are the key ingredients for building, validat- quality of your reputation among those who know it),
determines your current market reputation.
ing and fostering your reputation?
Recent college graduates often have low visibility and
credibility: they simply haven’t had the chance to earn
Your image within your industry
them yet. As such, their reputation is predominately
Beyond products, services and even brands, keep the
industry’s focus on the overall experience (or perceived unknown. With increased visibility, your reputation
experience) based on its confidence in the predictabil- becomes unparalleled. An undesirable scenario is
ity of your behaviour (i.e. what they’re going to get).
that of a highly visible role within a diverse group of
Also, be aware of guilt by association—missed oppor- stakeholders, but low credibility when it comes to your
tunities to engage and transform typical transactions
vision, or your ability to execute.
into memorable relationships.
So, when considering an individual, team or organization’s reputation, what are the sources of their
Your corporate image and identity
reputations and the quantifiable outcomes of reputaImage is a person’s beliefs about an organization while tion capital?
identity is the attributes used to describe the organizaAn individual’s reputation comes from personal
tion. For example, character describes organizational characteristics. When was the last t ime you
culture and competitiveness; ability describes the
conducted a personal SWOT , looking at you’re the
CEO, employees and resources; products & services strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
are evaluated by quality, value an d range; behaviour specifically involving your personal reputation, such
is defined by leadership and profit. All of this is based as professional development ef forts, non-working
on the individual’ s relationship with your organizaactivities, and the company you keep? The quantifiable
tion; your past behaviour, and what others have said
returns become individual and peer-level recognition,
about you.
broader appeal and visibility, more interesting and
demanding work, personal and professional growth,
and personal rewards for performance.
Your stakeholders
Values and perceptions vary greatly depending on how
A team or group’ s reputation is derived from HR
well your organization’ s character, respective beliefs
practices that determine how the team recruits, develand values about appropriate corporate behaviour are ops, rewards and terminates its employees; clear goals
aligned. Stakeholders are becoming more sophisti- and objectives (key performance indicators, or KPIs)
cated as they look for their expectations to be exceeded, of the team; a clear understanding of bigger objectives;
not simply met. Customers are looking for dependand the execution-centric skills of the team leader .
able products and services today, and an organization Reputation capital dividends include business unit,
that will fix them when they break down tomorrow . departmental or company-wide recognition; current
Employees are looking for a salary today, and skills A talent attracting other A talent; reduced involuntary
development and reserved funds for retirement tomor- attrition and cost of position replacement; captured
row. Investors are interested in meeting today’ s cash and shared best practices; and strong intra-company
flow requirements while building equity and increased relationships that attract resources (both capital and
human).
shareholder value tomorrow.
The organization derives its reputation largely
Figuring out your organization’s reputation
through the personalities of the senior management,
Individual reputations are often described in terms of shared corporate values, and the financial stewardesteem, respect, trust and confidence (or lack thereof). ship of the organization. Viable examples include Steve
The outcome of the perception from the above ingredi- Jobs’ consistent knack for innovation at Apple; Johnson
ents is inherently simple: good or bad. When someone & Johnson’s credo; IBM’s values, including respect for
takes their perception of you and forms it into an opin- the individual, customer service and commitment to
ion, it guides their decision to, say: apply for a job with excellence; and HP’s seven corporate objectives, which
your firm; buy your products or services; purchase
include profit, customers, field of interest, growth,
your stock; invest in your company; not boycott you
people, management and citizenship.
during times of crisis.
The quantifiable value of reputation capital at an
According to Professor Thomas J. Kosnik at the
organizational level can manifest itself in preferential
Harvard Business School, visibility and credibility are access to market opportunities previously deemed
the key components of measuring an organization’ s improbable, unconditional support in times of busireputation. Similarly, your visibility in the market- ness crisis, and lifelines when the bottom falls out of
place, measured by the number of quality and diverse your company.
stakeholders who are aware of your characteristics and
So, how proactively are you building your reputacapabilities (as well as your credibility , which is the tion capital?

David Nour is the thought
leader on Relationship
Economics: the quantifiable
value of business relationships.
The Nour Group Inc. has
attracted consulting clients such
as KPMG, Siemens, Alvarez &
Marsal, Assurant, HP and over
100 marquee organizations
in driving growth through
unique return on their strategic
relationships. He is the author
of several books, including
the best-selling “Relationship
Economics”. Visit www.
relationshipeconomics.net.
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It’s not how much

you make;

it’s how much

you keep

A look at government incentives,
programs, tax breaks, etc.
Ron Coleman

T

here’s an old saying: It’ s not how much
you make; it’s how much you keep. And,
in these tough times, it’s more important
than ever. Seizing this opportunity are a lot
of people who sell booklets purporting to
teach you all about the grants and interestfree loans available to you. Be warned: these
booklets are generally of no value, and some
have even been listed by the Better Business
Bureau as scams.
Below I have listed some ways that can help
businesses and individuals keep more of their
hard-earned money. I have included URLs
that worked at the time of writing. If you have
difficulty finding the information, try using
Google o r c ontact m e d irectly. O f c ourse,
before implementing any of these strategies,
review them with your own accountant.

per year without it being a taxable benefit
to them. A second amount of up to $500 can
be given for long service awards. For full
details, visit tinyurl.com/mzkqz6 to download a PDF (then go to page 4).
This bulletin also covers of f some other
points worth reviewing, such as non-taxable
meal allowances to employees under certain
circumstances.

Scientific Research and Exper imental
Development Tax Incentive Program

your end users: this program is administered
by Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada and provides grants to apprentices
within Red Seal trades and to employers. See
the details at tinyurl.com/2c46ugw.
Apprenticeship Incentive Grant (AIG)
This is a $1000 taxable cash grant available
to apprentices registered in one of the designated Red Seal trades who complete the
first or second year/level of (to a maximum
of $2000).

Even when you don’t have to pay corporate
income tax, you can get a nice chunk of
change back under this program. Y ou will
likely require professional assistance to prepare your claim, and your accountant may
do t his f or y ou ( there a re a lso n umerous
firms that do this work on a contingent fee
basis). Visit http://tinyurl.com/mp36of.
The SR&ED program is a federal tax
incentive program, administered by Canada
Revenue Agency (CRA) that encourages
Canadian businesses of all sizes—and in
all sectors—to conduct research and development (R&D) in Canada. It is the largest
single source of federal government support
for industrial R&D. The SR&ED program
gives claimants cash refunds and/or tax credits for their expenditures on eligible R&D
work done in Canada.

Apprenticeship Completion Grant (ACG)
This is a $2000 taxable cash grant available to apprentices who complete their
apprenticeship program and receive their
journeyperson certification in a designated
Red Seal trade.
Employment Insurance Premium
Also available is the Tradesperson’s Tools
Reduction Program
Deduction that provides employed tradesper Companies that provide certain short-term
sons with an annual deduction of up to $500
illness o r be nefits t o e mployees c an a pply
to help cover the cost of new tools necessary to
their trade. The deduction applies to the total
to have the employers’ portion of EI premicost of eligible tools that exceeds $1000.
ums reduced from 1.4 times to 1.163 times
the employees’ premium. For 2010, this
Tax credits for employers are also availwould equate to a maximum of $177.12 per
able. For employers who hire apprentices
employee. For full details, check out tinyurl.
in the designated Red Seal trade, the
com/2cg233w.
Apprenticeship Job Creation Tax Credit is a
You need to renew your application each
non-refundable tax credit equal to 10% of the
year (I don’t believe they accept retrospeceligible salaries and wages payable to eligible
tive claims).
apprentices in respect of employment after
May 1, 2006. The maximum credit is $2000
Apprenticeship Grants for
per year for each eligible apprentice.
Gifts and Awards
Apprentices & Apprenticeship
You may provide gifts and awards (not cash Tax Credits for Employers
There are also provincial programs availor near cash) of up to $500 per employee
Here’s some information you can pass along to able, and they often cover non-Red Seal
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trades. Your accountant will prepare the infor mation for filing with your business tax return.
he will also be able to advise you on your provincial programs.

Ron Coleman, a member of the Institute of Certified Management
Consultants of British Columbia, just published his latest book,
“Becoming Contractor of the Year”, which teaches you how to
make more money while having more fun. A noted speaker, he
has completed many interfirm financial comparisons of groups
of construction companies in Canada and the United States .
His column, “It’s Your Business”, appears regularly in Electrical
Business magazine. Visit www.ronaldcoleman.ca.

Declaration of Conditions
of Employment (T2200)
This is an excellent opportunity for your
employees t o c laim bu siness e xpenses, a nd
there are numerous ways of using this process.
Review this form in detail to see whether there
is eligibility for each employee.
T4 income can sometimes be split between
spouses, which is a much more realistic and
safer approach than having so-called ‘subcontractors’. Should CRA determine that someone
should have been treated as an employee rather
than a su bcontractor, you c ould be opening
to some very serious reassessments, penalties
and interest. Review this form as an alternative
to dealing with those kinds of subcontractors:
tinyurl.com/2br2ohj.

A Canadian manufacturer
of metallic ﬂexible conduits

Disability Tax Credit Certificate (T2201)
This is an allowance to be claimed on a per sonal tax return. A non-refundable tax credit
is available when you or a family member is
disabled for 12 months or more. In 2009, the
federal amount was $7196. Each province also
has a provincial amount. You can make retrospective claims.
I have used this for clients where a parent,
who had been ill, died during the year. The form
has to be completed by a medical practitioner .
Visit tinyurl.com/23nc4k6 to download a PDF
with more information.

Individual Pension Plan
This is similar in many ways to an RRSP
. However, if you want to shelter more funds than
you would normally be able under an RRSP ,
this is certainly worth looking at. Talk to your
financial advisor about this program. Also
check to see whether there is a “past pension
service” benefit. It could be very significant.

... your one stop
shop for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom extrusions
Custom lengths
High temperature products
Non-metallic conduits
Nylon conduits
CSA certiﬁed products
UL certiﬁed products
Conduit & cable accessories

We take great pride
in offering you
exemplary customer
service and
exceptional
workmanship

and much more...

The Business Development Bank
of Canada
The Business Development Bank of Canada
(www.bdc.ca) of fers a variety of interesting
programs for business. The bank will normally
work in conjunction with your commercial
bank. Its mission is to help create and develop
Canadian businesses through financing, venture
capital and consulting services, with a focus on
small- and medium-sized enterprises.

P.O. Box 665
Cobourg, ON K9A 4R5
Phone: (905) 355-2959
1-800-561-4216

Fax: (905) 355-3384
1-800-230-9753
sales@superiorflex.com
www.superiorflex.com
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Selling on the

T

hese days, most merchants are
expected to have an online component to their sales channel. For
wholesalers, internet sales of durable goods have certainly opened up an
entirely new revenue stream requiring very
little overhead. Because they already stock
a large inventory of products, distributors
are in a strong position to sell products
beyond their traditional market.
Over the past five years, many distributors and manufacturers have moved more of
their business online, from offering product
catalogues online to selling a broad range of
items through electronic storefronts.
However, adoption has been slow. Although
many distributors use a website for marketing, most present only a limited ability for
customers to order online. We understand
that one of the challenges of an online product catalogue is the ability to keep it updated
and current, but once you solve that issue
and have a functioning product catalogue
online, you may then experience challenges
with your order-to-cash process.
The greatest difficulty is integrating electronic payment and order information from
the web store back into the ERP (enterprise
resource planning) in an integrated fashion,
requiring your company to create workarounds and introduce manual steps. This
integration issue often hinders wholesalers
from b roadening t heir s ales c hannel a nd
taking true advantage of e-commerce.
But I believe having an online presence to
your distribution business is no longer an
option: it’s a necessity if you want to be competitive. And there are solutions to help.
As the wholesale industry turns to e-commerce to boost profits, any well-seasoned
CIO and CFO understand that the online
sales channel needs to leverage the investments already made in existing enterprise
systems to ensure accounts receivables processes remain streamlined and automated.
But what’s the most ef fective way to do
this? How does an enterprise integrate an
entirely new electronic payment system
while ensuring a new level of payment security it previously did not need?

AVOID INTEGRATION
NIGHTMARES WITH SAAS
Larry Wine

This will not be invasive to the order-to-cash
process, and will allow companies to leverage the investments they have already made
in their enterprise software.
The great news is all of this can be accomplished via a Software-As-A-Service (SaaS)
model. In today’ s economy, a SaaS model
is more cost effective and does not require
large capital expenditures, so distributors
can worry about inventory investments, not
IT expenditures. Plus, an integrated payments solution delivered via a SaaS model
provides the following benefits:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

First things first: integrate
Manufacturers need to better leverage
third-party applications that integrate payment processing capabilities with existing
ERP workflows. Why build from scratch or
create manual steps?
For example, if a wholesale distributor is
going to have an online sales component,
credit card sales need to be accepted. But
most web stores do not have the ability to
integrate with the order-to-cash process that
companies have in existence today, so what
is a CIO/CFO to do? Some create a workaround for accounting procedures that are
correlated with their web-based orders.
This is not an efficient way to go about
it. I nstead, w holesalers n eed t o find an
integrated payments solution that simply
assimilates payments coming from the web
store with enterprise systems like an ERP or
CRM (customer relationship management).

7.
8.

9.

No need to worry about updates or
upgrades (the credit card associations
make at least two updates per year).
No costly maintenance; it’s all taken
care of offsite.
No capital expenditures for purchases
of licenses, hardware and servers;
just a small monthly fee to process
transactions.
Lower TCO (total cost of ownership)
of payment acceptance.
Quick upstart; less time to deploy the
solution versus doing it in-house.
Reduce downtime costs; should
something go wrong, the vendor is
immediately on it, fixing the issue.
Reduce support costs.
The solution is scalable, particularly
when opening new sources of revenue
through call centres, web stores or
new geographies.
The solution affords companies
the opportunity to offer customers
top-level card security by removing
cardholder data from their
systems entirely.

There’s no need to reinvent the wheel; simply
team up with someone who will help satisfy
your online commerce ambitions.
The president and CEO of Paymetric Inc., Larry Wine is an
electronic payments industry subject matter expert with
more than 20 years of experience. Paymetric is a provider
of integrated and secure electronic payment acceptance
solutions. Visit www.paymetric.com.
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go to market

Social investment as a marketing strategy
David H. Green
Our post-secondary
institutions and training
centres need the
support of industry to
ensure they meet their
performance objectives.

O

ne of the often-missed (definitely underused)
marketing strategies is the idea of giving back
to the community—with the expectation of some
measurable benefit. In simple terms, this involves giving
away dollars, time, products or resources to support an
external, unrelated organization. W e all support local
fundraisers and charities; it feels good and, sometimes,
our company may get some recognition.
But what can the distribution and supply support
that will have some tangible benefits to the company ,
staff and business, and become part of a multi-year
marketing plan? Support for the right not-for-profit
organizations can have an impact on our image, market
and business—usually with measurable results in the
not-too-distant future.
The concept of companies giving back to society in
a planned and sustainable way is usually referred to as
corporate social responsibility (CSR). From its inception, CSR has morphed into a more strategic focus that
leverages wealth into investments in the community
while seeking a social return on investment (SROI).
With all the available choices out there, my suggestion is to focus on youth—their career choices and skills
development. Here’s why...

Focus your strategy on youth

With over 30 years of
experience in business
development, sales &
marketing, David H. Green,
P.Eng.—managing partner,
Stratmarc Associates—
specializes in strategy,
marketing, communications
and development of
education/industry
partnerships for industrial and
technology clients. Contact
him at (705) 443-8974 or
davidgreen@stratmarc.com.

Economic growth and prosperity depends upon
industry having an educated, skilled, available and
productive workforce. Currently, industry is dealing
with issues around productivity goals, attracting new
skilled workers, upgrading staf f skills, training delivery and costs, regulatory changes, budget pressures,
and flat or declining sales. What better way to demonstrate CSR and get an SROI than by developing the
next generation of workers—the young people who are
going to ensure the growth and success of our companies (presuming, of course, they make the right career
choices, get the required education and develop the
right skill sets)?
Our post-secondary institutions and training centres need the support of industry to ensure they meet
their performance objectives as imposed by government, employers and students. A great way to get the
SROI ball rolling is to contribute time, resources and
money—either value-in-kind or cash—to the institutions
developing tomorrow’s workforce.
Historically, equipment donations were a big part of

the academia/industry relationship, with very little in
return, as this often resulted in dated equipment that
cost more to maintain and support than buying new.
The relationships today are more win-win, ascompanies
work with specific college programs and their faculty
to bring real-world resources and best practices to the
instructors and into the classroom. The colleges get the
latest and best equipment, and industry resources to
help with the curriculum.
The company’s brand and equipment is put in front
of: students, the future workforce; the instructors
who influence those students; other industry partners
involved at the college; and college management and
governments who fund programs and set standards.
This kind of relationship can also lead to lab access
for channel and customer training. Most colleges also
have a continuing education department and value the
opportunity to provide revenue-generating training programs for industry. This could be on a shared revenue
model and provided to the industry partner’s customers
or future prospects as a training package.
Many of the youth going through these institutions
aim to become apprentices/journeypersons, technicians
and technologists within the skilled trades... many, but
not enough. Our challenge is to ensure that youth, their
parents, guidance counselors, teachers and others recognize that skilled trades and technology careers are
viable options, and that not everyone is suited for (nor
need pursue) a university path.
A great advocate for skilled trades and technology
careers (and a group with which I’m involved) is Skills/
Compétences Canada (S/CC, www.skillscanada.com):
a national, not-for-profit organization that works with
employers, educators, labour groups and governments
to promote skilled trades and technology careers among
all Canadian youth. S/CC’s various activities and events
(including regional and national skills competitions)
always require equipment, materials, cash, volunteers
and industry advisors. It is a great institution with which
you can get involved, and reap the rewards.
It is also important to reach the youth who may not
be on any kind of a path; Aboriginal youth, underrepresented females, street kids, the disabled, etc., all need to
part of social outreach activity, and represent excellent
SROI opportunities.
Look at all the opportunities. They are worth
the investment.
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Who is

John Sencich,

AND WHAT’S HE DOING WITH S&D?
Anthony Capkun

A

Photos by Paul Wright • Shooter4hire

t the Supply & Distribution Council (S&D) annual conference
earlier this year in Kelowna, B.C., outgoing chair Wayne Donaldson passed the reins over to John Sencich, Thomas & Betts
Canada’s vice-president, Utility. As the only “official” voice of Canada’s
electrical supply and distribution channel, I thought it prudent to have
a chat with Sencich to find out more about S&D: where it’s going, what
it’s offering, etc.
But first, who is this man now helming S&D? Sencich started in the
electrical industry nearly 30 years ago in marketing for a fuse manufacturer. He was with that first company for about 14 years, progressing
through various roles, before moving to another company in the electric
heat business, which was followed by a position with a manufacturer
of cable tray, Pilgrim Technical Products. That company was purchased
by Thomas & Betts in 1996, and Sencich has been with his current
employer ever since.
“Just about everything I’ve done has included involvement with distributors,” explained Sencich during our interview . “I was involved
with CEDA [Canadian Electrical Distributors Association] since the
1980s. Back then, the big discussions were around EDI (electronic data
exchange),” which, Sencich explained, was right up his alley, as “I was
more computer savvy” than some of his contemporaries. This was in an
era when computers were still few and far between—“just a few basic
PCs,” Sencich mused. “We’re talking about the AT series”.
So the man has been around, and knows a thing or two about the
electrical industry. Now that I knew a little more about my interview
subject, I dove right into my questions.

What is S&D doing to ensure it remains relevant to its members?
The entire executive feels there has to be value for the member , especially in tougher economic times. Last year , we put a lot of time into
formulating a three-year plan, in which we looked at:
1) Our ability to conduct research and provide information to members.
This includes deliverables like our ChannelV ision poll; Statistics
Program (one of our cornerstones, and many wait for it to arrive
every quarter); distributor profit analysis; disseminating best practices (including process technology); the compensation study, etc.
2) Education and practical knowledge. The Industrial Distribution
Leadership Certificate Program is a great example; it prepares
someone for a leadership role in a distribution company, and it has
since been extended to encompass distance learning from various
institutions across Canada. The program starts with the basics, so
someone new to the industry could also aim for the certificate.
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But we also already have people working in distribution. For them, we have access to NAED (National
Association of Electrical Distributors) products and
training. In fact, we’re meeting with NAED again in
September 2010 to put something concrete behind
the Memorandum of Understanding we signed in
St. John’s, Nfld. (at last year’s S&D conference)
3) Networking events remain very important, hence
our annual conference, annual economic forecast
day, Christmas get-togethers, etc.

How is S&D reaching out to the electrical
industry at large?
In certain parts of the country we have S&D “Regions”
(i.e. Atlantic Region, Quebec Region, Ontario
Region), and we’ve been reaching out to collaborate with Canada’s various electrical leagues. While
reaching out, we’re not necessarily targeting those in
the highest echelons of management, but rather the
middle-management people who are coming up in
the industry... they’re tomorrow’s leaders.
And while we’re reaching out to tomorrow’ s leaders, we cannot forget our electrical industry alumni:
our p ast l eaders a nd me ntors. We h ave a s pecial
group, the Alumni, recognizing them.
We aim to keep looking at issues involving sustainability; analyzing them and any related government
programs so as to bring understanding—and opportunity—to our membership and industry at large.
We also continue to see products coming into this
country from all over the world that are either downright unsafe (which destroys credibility) or too cheap
(destroys margins).
With regard to electrical contractors, I’ve always
felt we have common goals and challenges. S&D’ s
intent (or EFC’s, for that matter) is never to replace
an established electrical league, but rather to maintain an ongoing dialogue. Where there’s a vacuum,
however, it makes sense to go in—again, through our
Regions—to attract the up-and-comers and get them
involved. They are the future.

Where will S&D be 10 years from now?
The Supply & Distribution Council will always have
a place... we do business differently in Canada! However, will it be exactly the same 10 years from now as
today? No, it will evolve as industry evolves.
Take a look at social media... a lot of people and
organizations are getting involved in it with varying
results, so we’ll see how social media evolves and what
impact it could have on our industry. I think it’s fair to
say that social media will eventually become the fabric
of all associations, but people—and human interaction—will forever remain the dye. I would hate to see
a world where everything is done electronically ... you
lose a lot when you sacrifice personal interaction.

Bringing all the pieces together
Smart Grid Interoperability Summit highlights
Gillian Marsh

I

n today’ s electrical industry , it’ s
impossible to avoid the words ‘smart
grid’. It’s become the inevitable future
for two-way communication and control from the power plant to the home.
With these developments on the rise,
Strategy Institute held the three-day ,
Smart Grid Interoperability Summit in
Toronto, Ont., earlier this summer.
If the event had to be summed up in
one word, it would be Communication:
not only were the presentations professional and thought-provoking, but
there were numerous opportunities for
questions, discussion and networking.
Seeing as smart grid is still a relatively
new beast, the conference successfully
shed light on the topic and allowed
exploration and discovery for a distributor or supplier.

What does the smart
grid comprise?
The summit started with opening comments from chair Andy Zetlan, who
serves in smart grid solutions at Telvent
Utility Group. The event was described
as part of a series of annual events
“designed to help Canada’s power
industry regulators, policymakers and

stakeholders overcome the challenges
of making the smart grid fully integrated and interconnected”.
Then, several utilities, manufacturers
and corporate speakers—representing
various sectors of Canada’ s electrical industry—took the stage. Among
them were speakers from the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA), Electro-Federation Canada
(EFC), Canadian Electricity Association (CEA), Canadian Standards
Association (CSA) and Ontario Energy
Board (OEB).
The first two presentations focused
on the need for cross-border standardization and regulation, followed by the
expected challenges we will face. The
aim is to achieve interoperability while
improving the safety and security of the
grid. (But, of course, a utopian vision
isn’t the same from one individual to
the next.)
Terry Mohn, vice-chair of GridW ise
Alliance, explained the basics of the
smart grid and drew on real-world
smart m eter deployments acr oss the
globe. His overall message focused on
the fact that the “smart grid is the means
to an end, not an end unto itself”. He
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embed privacy into the design of electricity
conservation; improving customer satisfaction; and identifying, preventing and dealing
with security challenges and threats.
The workshop that took place on the last
day focused on the last point above, with
discussion revolving around four critical strategies for improving grid security:
identify critical assets and protect them;
monitor e mployee p rivileged a ccess t o
assets; respond to security incidents visually

in real-time; and reduce the compliance
costs of standards and provisions that have
already been created (such as NERC CIP ,
FERC and SOX).
In conclusion, the conference never broke
away from the most important part of the
smart grid definition: two-way communication. When it comes to moving toward the
smart grid, Eric Mewhinney said it best: it’s
like “you’re renovating your house while you
live in it”.

Get the
stressed that the best way to embark upon a
smarter grid is to use technologies that allow
for evolution; to spread costs across several
projects as an “IT refresh of application space”,
and to use smart meters because “communication infrastructure is key”.
Mohn concluded by touching on the different types of smart grid business plans and
deployments, suggesting there is a “massive
platform for the smart grid future”. He concluded by warning that we need to carefully
deploy the meter as to not cause people to
“withdraw their support” from the capabilities
of a smart grid.
The last few presentations by BC Hydro
covered the importance of utility audits and
more ways of constructing the grid’ s architecture in a way to enhance interoperability .
Eric Mewhinney—manager of innovation
and sustainability for BC Hydro’ s Smart
Grid Development Program—went over his
organization’s involvement in smart grid technologies, saying it has been pushing toward
different applications to reap the benefits.
Also, he stressed that solutions from five years
ago are very different than those from today.

Complete
Solution
Detect it with FLIR l Solve it with Extech
FLIR Thermal Imagers
and Extech Test &
Measurement Tools

Smart grid in application
The secon d day of the conferen ce took a
more nitty-gritty, application approach, with
topics like: integrating renewable and distributed energy resources into the grid; how to
implement a smart grid plan; opportunities to

Download the NEW
Extech Catalog Today!
www.extech.com/catalog

l

www.flirthermography.ca
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S&D Council Update

The opportunities and direction
of EPR Stewardship in Canada
Rick McCarten

E

verything we produce/consume has
both an economic and environmental
cost, and while we are accustomed to
paying the purchase price for an item, what
about its end-of-life cost?
Consider the materials and chemicals in
common electrical products—like lamps,
fixtures and batteries—that often end up in
landfill. According to StatsCan, we generated
about 1072 kg/person of municipal solid
waste in 2006, totalling 35 million tonnes of
waste annually. Only 7.7 million tonnes of the
total waste generated was diverted through
recycling or composting programs.
Understandably, there’s cause concern over
the effects of waste on the environment, and
there’s never been a better time to reduce
the environmental footprint of pr oducts by
taking charge of a product’s entire lifecycle:
from design and manufacturing, distribution
and sale, to consumption and disposal.
While all of these steps are important, the
last link in this chain is what forms the most
visible part of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) programs.

“environmental policy approach in which a
producer’s responsibility for a product is
extended to the post-consumer stage of a product’s lifecycle”. Electro-Federation Canada’s
Electrical Equipment Manufacturers Association of Canada (EEMAC) council has been
involved with the design and development of
stewardship programs for several provinces.
A ‘producer’ is the owner of a trademark
or brand name for a product that is sold
or distributed, or an entity that imports
the product for sale or distribution. This
includes manufacturers and distributors, as
well as initial importers and retailers.
Distributors are impacted by EPR
programs in a number of ways. When a distributor is a brand owner , it is required to
belong to an accredited provincial stewardship program to be able to sell its product in
a particular region. When it strictly distributes products from a local manufacturer, the
distributor must ensure the manufacturer
has joined an approved program.
EPR is a provincial matter in Canada,
with each province having jurisdiction over
a program’ s design, implementation and
Extended Producer
mandate. Most provincial programs assign
Responsibility overview
long-term environmental responsibility
EPR is a strategy for promoting the integration for p roducts t o p roducers i n a n a ttempt
of environmental costs associated with goods to internalize costs, and convert the linear
throughout their lifecycles into the market ‘cradle-to-grave’ production and distribuprice. The Canadian Council of Ministers
tion chain into a ‘cradle-to-cradle’ system
of the Environmen t refer to it as an
that encourages improved product design to
FIGURE 1
Stewardship programs
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reduce resource use, and promote reuse and
recycling. It is understood that all of these
costs will be reflected in the price of the product. In some cases, the costs associated with
the disposal and/or recycling of products is
passed along the distribution chain from
producer to consumer, resulting in a visible
fee that is paid by the consumer at the point
of purchase.
Figure 1 provides a snapshot of the
status of selected provincial environmental
regulations.

Business opportunities
All producers in each province are required
to belong to a government- approved EPR
program t o b e i n c ompliance. P roducers
may opt to design, implement and run their
own programs, so long as they are approved
by the government. By participating in an
approved program, the producer is allowed
to sell its product in that province.
With EPR program regulations in effect in
many provinces (and with other provinces
following suit in the coming months and
years), now is the time for all regulated producers to understand their obligations and
get involved in stewardship program development in their region. Distributors need to
work with their manufacturer partners to
determine what is needed to comply with
the new regulations. Failure to do so could
cost them their businesses!
For information on how your company
can become more involved, contact EFC at
(905) 602-8877 or info@electrofed.com.

Rick McCarten is vice-president
of the S&D Council of ElectroFederation Canada (EFC) and
president of CEMRA (Canadian
Electrical Manufacturers
Representatives Association).
Visit www.electrofed.com.
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The Professional Salesperson

CEMRA forum

Cindy Doherty

N

othing is more confusing than the
sales profession, which can range
from used car salespeople all the way
up to professional business-to-business representatives looking after accounts worth
millions of dollars.
Is it any wonder that young people today
tend to veer away from sales as a career? Their
day-to-day encounter with sales tends to be at
mall outlets or over the phone at dinner time.
No wonder they have mixed messages.
Many organizations have tried to change
the impression that young people (as well
as some mature people) have about sales.
Sales is one of the most written and talked
about subjects, second only to leadership. It
is important to realize that it’s not just written about because of its tainted image, but
because it possesses a lot of opportunity.
Professional salespeople can make a huge
difference for a company: they can tip business in their favour; they can bring good
business in and build long-lasting relationships that, over time, provide wealth and
stability to a company’ s bottom line. And,
in doing all of this, the salesperson can reap
strong rewards for their work.
The electrical business has a number of
programs available to help create and maintain your professional team.
The newest is the community college
program called “Industrial Distribution
Leadership Certificate Program (IDLCP)”.
This p rogram, w hich w as d eveloped i n
Canada by distributors, is available both
online and in-class through Mohawk College. The six-module program takes up to
two years to complete, and provides the
working student with a designated college
certificate. Much of the program is focused
on sales, but it also looks at distributor oper
ations, negotiations, business fundamentals
and marketing, and includes a module on
case studies. For more details, or to sign up,
visit tinyurl.com/IDLCP.
There are also two programs to help
manufacturers’ reps, both of which are

If you’re not using one of these programs or something similar ,
then you really should take a long, hard look at your future.
available through the Canadian Electrical
Manufacturers’ Representative Association
(CEMRA), in association with Manufacturers’ Representatives Educational Research
Foundation (MRERF, www.mrerf.org).
The first is the Certified Sales Profession
(CSP) course. This program is a three-day
seminar that centres on: key elements of
the busines s-to-business sales process;
understanding and managing a sales team;
maintaining customer loyalty and retention;
and building business success. Visit MRERF’s
website for more on this program.
The other program put together by MRERF
is the Certified Professional Manufacturers’
Representative (CPMR) course, which is
extensive and has been around for a long
time. The program is meant exclusively for
manufacturers’ reps, primarily firm owners
and managers, or future owners/managers.
It is a three-year program that covers things
such as: legal, finance, strategic planning,
management, succession planning, mar keting, communication, negotiations, and,
of course, sales. Each year of the program
involves a solid week of in-class training and
examination.
Over the years, the designation of CPMR
has come to be recognized by many

manufacturers who go to market with reps.
With a CPMR designation, manufacturers
are assured their lines are in good hands.
Many well-known Canadian rep firms continue to benefit from sending their people
to this program. Th eir business has truly
benefitted from this designation.
These three programs will go a long way
toward providing the Canadian electrical
industry’s sales organizations the knowledge and ability to continue to provide the
service and stability required to excel.
If you’re not using one of these programs
or something similar, then you really should
take a long, hard look at your future, and
assess the ability and talent you will require.
You need to offer these programs, or ones like
it, to ensure your business is seen as a professional organization. However , it’s not just
about looks or appeal; a professionally trained
team will also take your business further than
you could ever imagine.

Cindy Doherty is the CEMRA chair
for 2009/2010, and manages the
Wire and Cable Dept. at Intralec
Electrical Products. She can be
reached at cdoherty@intralec.com.
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best practices

Key ingredients for a successful
national account program
Roger Partington
You need self-motivated
and conﬁdent team
players with the ability
to sell conceptually.

Roger Partington is a
management consultant
specializing in distribution
channels, channel relationships,
and sales and marketing
strategy for manufacturers and
distributors. He can be reached
at roger@coherentb2b.com.

D

istributors frequently grow into a national account
program through the back door: they start by
doing a good job of servicing one or two sites of
a multi-location customer, then earn the opportunity to
expand as their customers strive to reduce their vendor
base or acquire more sites.
When this happens, you (as the distributor) typically
focus your energy on earning and servicing the business.
You now have a national account, but you have not really
developed a national account business model. What does
a mature, national account business model consist of,
and what are the essential components that need to be
in place to be more successful at this business?

A national account pricing process is also critical—
not just during the proposal stage, but to support
existing agree ments and help m anage margins in a
volatile price environment. (For more on pricing, see “9
Rules for Pricing RFPs”, D&S Fall 2009). Spreadsheet,
database and product identification skills are needed to
support the pricing function. Negotiation and contract
skills are needed in the final stages of the agreement,
as there will be considerable pressure on pricing, performance clauses, terms and rebates.

Specialized service capabilities

Serving the customer is not “business as usual”, as you
will need to deploy a number of specialized service
A national accounts team
processes to increase the success and profitability of
You need to start with your organization. T
ypically, your agreements. For example, logistic service capabilities
P&L usually flows up through your branch organization, (such as storeroom management tools, inventory modelbut a national account customer is unique because it ling and project support capabilities) leverage software
needs a coordinated approach that runsacross branches. with standardized company procedures to service specific areas within your customer’s operation.
Matrix-type organizations can be used to successfully
Processes for standardizing customer inventory and
address this facet with a separate team responsible for
national accounts. This provides single-contact respon- the ability to leverage supplier programs to deliver added
sibility to mirror the customer’s organization, and allows value are important. These will also add to sales revenue
for the development of expertise in securing and manag- and can frequently help improve overall margins.
The ability to integrate with the customer’s electronic
ing large supply agreements. It provides a foundation
procurement system is often a must-have requirement.
from which to expand the capability to win new business and serve large customers profitably.
Customers will be looking at your track record when
Several unique functions need to be performed within integrating with similar procurement systems, and
expect you to be able to quickly bring up an online
the national account team. Broadly , these capabilities
can be divided according to whether they win the busi- catalogue of their common stores items.
ness or service existing business.
As the agreement matures, deploying a process to
The most critical function is sales. Y ou need selfdocument your added value will prove the agreement
motivated and confident team players with the ability
is delivering on its promises.
to sell conceptually. Good presentation skills and proposal c apabilities m ust be c omplemented b y s trong Long-term commitment
sales discipline, follow-up and strategic selling skills.
Putting together a capable and complete program
The customer’s purchasing organization makes the final is an ambitious undertaking, and can only be pur decision based on its confidence that you will deliver
sued where there is a competitive advantage that will
high service satisfaction and cost savings. Much of this ensure long-term success. Some distributors find an
confidence will come from your sales relationships.
advantage b y l everaging r elationships w ith o ther
Complementing the sales process is the ability to
company subsidiaries, complem entary distributors
respond to RFPs. Your main challenge here is responding or strategic suppliers.
to the customer’s needs. A good RFP response has a powEarning the business is a start. To stay on top, however,
erful executive summary as an indication of your unique you must build an organizational approach and the inter
depth of capabilities in meeting the requirements.
nal capabilities to ensure long-term success.
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BENEFITS
t See Clearer

t Objects look Sharper
t Colors are Crisper
t High CRI Lighting (Color Rendering Index) 90+
t The Color of Natural Sunlight: 5000K
t90% Lumen Maintenance
(0.90 Lamp Lumen Depreciation)

T HE S YSTEMS A PPROACH : B ALLASTRONIX ® B ALLASTS

AND

V ENTURE L IGHTING™ L AMPS

800-265-2690
Available from electrical and lighting distributors across Canada. Contact
your local sales agent. Visit our website to find an agent near you.

VentureLighting.com/Canada
© 2010 Venture Lighting International.
Venture Lighting and Natural White are registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International
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AIW IS NOW PART OF OUR DNA.
Give your customers the right mix of more choices,
more services, and more convenience.
Two of the most respected brand names in the wire and cable industry are now one offering—Southwire AIW ™
Cord Brand products—giving you access to the broadest line of wire, cable and cord products in North America.
AIW Cord Brand products include American Mustang ® premium rubber cord, Viper ® rubber cord and Quantum
TPE® cord products. Southwire now provides solutions for all your copper and aluminum building wire, AC cable
and cord needs in commercial and industrial applications. What does that mean for your customers? Simpler order
management, faster delivery and, of course, more choices. To learn more, visit www.southwire.com or contact
your local Southwire representative.

PORTABLE CORD

|

CORD SETS

SOUND & SECURITY CABLES

|

|

INDUSTRIAL CORD

|

COAXIAL CABLES

IRRIGATION & LANDSCAPE CABLES

|

|

MINING CABLES

|

DLO

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP CABLES

Stouffville 1-800-668-0303 ∙ Mississauga 905-565-9798
Oakville 905-825-8887 ∙ Calgary 403-410-5640
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CONTROL CABLES
SPECIALTY CABLES
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